Good morning.
Further to your letter dated, 25 October, 2017.
Re: Inquiry into Emergency Service Agencies.
I appreciate your contact is to inform that I missed submission date and that information I have to offer will
be excluded.
I believe it would be unjust for my evidence to be excluded, as it provides strong documentary evidence,
paper trail of serious mismanagement and untruthfulness engaged in by NSW Police to coverup, sabotage
and undermine complaints of workplace harassment and bullying.
I experienced aggravated workplace harassment and bullying after reporting Senior Sergeant
(full
name available upon request) for: Fraud, Serious Misconduct and Poor Performance. NSWP refused
investigation even though evidence to support all matters was in their possession. I offer this evidence for
your perusal to demonstrate NSWP allow laws to be broken to protect dishonest police officers.
As I live in Queensland and wasn't notified of Inquiry.
I have complaint filed with NSW Government regards coverup, untruthfulness and mismanagement of
workplace harassment and bullying against NSW Police, for not taking appropriate action against
and

As I have current complaint filed with NSW Government I believe I should have been personally notified of
pending Inquest but, wasn't.
Coverup, significant untruthfulness, mismanagement and misuse of publicly funded police resources by NSWP is well and
truely supported by documentation in my possession from: NSW Police, Professional Standards Command, NSW Ombudsman,
National Civil Administrative Tribunal, Inspector
, GIPA records from NSWP and GIPA records from Department
of Gaming and Racing.
Paperwork I offer speaks for it self and is quite damaging to the NSW Police reputation for honesty. It deserves and needs to be
considered as it clearly shows adverse mindset and actions by NSW Police to undermine and reject complaints of workplace
harassment and bullying.
Rejecting complaints benefits NSW Police with reduced statistics but, their numbers don't truely reflect what is occurring behind
closed doors at police stations. Rather than dealing with and taking action against a very small group of police who cause bulk of
workplace problems, NSW Police try and cover-it-up to give the illusion no problem exists.
Inspector
(full name available upon request) has a long and well documented adverse police work history involving
workplace harassment, bullying and discrimination, he was even directed to
as punishment for separate events of discrimination against female police officers.
should have been red flagged as a trouble maker and been closely monitored but he was allowed to continue on totally
unmonitorer for many years, destroying the careers of many other good officers, myself included.
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I experienced aggravated harassment and bullying from Inspector
after I reported his involvement in a Fraud with
Senior Sergeant
Evidence is in my possession and demands suitable reply as to how NSWP can give special
treatment to some officers.
Its totally unacceptable that NSW Police uses publicly funded police resources to sabotage and undermine complaints of work
place harassment and bullying which protects workplace offenders.
This only serves to 'Green Light' misconduct within the police and generates support for unacceptable practices.
If NSWP refuses to enforce workplace laws - no external agency will uphold workplace laws, as police have set the No-Action
bench mark.
I urge you to accept inoformation I wish to offer the Inquiry.
I provide my mobile number but I prefer any reply be made by email of letter.
Regards
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